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A computational
model for motion processing
in area MT is
presented
that is based on the observed
response
properties of cortical neurons
and is consistent
with the visual
perception
of partially
occluded
and transparent
moving
stimuli. In contrast to models of motion processing
that assume spatial continuity
and fail to compute the correct velocity for these visual stimuli, our model produces
a distributed segmentation
of the image into disjoint patches that
represent
distinct objects moving with common velocities.
A key element in the model is the selection of regions of the
visual field where the velocity estimates
are most reliable.
The processing
units in the motion model that perform the
selection have nonclassical
receptive fields similar to those
observed in area MT (Allman et al., 1985). The psychophysical responses
of the model to coherently
moving random
dots and transparent
plaid gratings are similar to those observed in primates.
[Key words: visual cortex, network
model, motion processing, area MT, motion transparency,
nonclassical
receptive fields]

Our ability to processrapidly the complex and confusingmotion
signalsin visual scenesis impressive. We can estimatemotion
direction (Levinson and Sekuler, 1976)and speed(McKee, 1981;
McKee and Nakayama, 1984; McKee et al., 1986) with high
precisionand visually track one out of multiple moving objects,
despitethe presenceof opaqueor transparentoccludingsurfaces,
varying illumination, and moving backgrounds.In addition to
psychophysicalstudies,the organization of primate vision systems provide important constraints on how motion is computed. In this article we explore a computational model of motion
processingthat is broadly consistentwith our current knowledge
of the primate visual system.
Cellswith reliableselectivity for direction of motion are found
in areaV 1 of primate visual cortex (Nakayama, 1985;Maunsell
and Newsome, 1987); these cells do not detect true velocity,
but, instead, are tuned to a limited range of spatiotemporal
frequencies(Maunsell and Newsome, 1987, Andersen and Siegel, 1989). In addition, these cells exhibit marked orientation
selectivity and spatially restricted receptive fields so that they
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can only report the component of motion perpendicular to an
oriented edge.This perpendicular component cannot fully disambiguate the direction and speedof motion, and this failure
is sometimescalled the “aperture problem.” In order to overcome these limitations and compute true local velocity measurements,it is necessaryto integrate motion responsesfrom
cells with a variety of directions and spatiotemporal frequency
tunings over a wider area of the visual field (Heeger, 1987;
Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990).
Lesion studiesprovide evidence that area MT, which receives
a direct projection from area Vl , plays a crucial role in speed
and, to a somewhatlesserextent, direction perception of moving
stimuli (Newsomeet al., 1985; Newsomeand Pare, 1988; Andersenand Siegel, 1989). Area MT is the first visual areawhere
neurons respond selectively to velocity over a wide range of
spatial frequencies (Albright, 1984; Maunsell and Newsome,
1987; Rodman and Albright, 1989; Albright, 1992). In particular, a classof cellsin area MT, the “pattern cells” of Movshon
et al. (1985), respondto the direction of overall motion of plaid
patterns composedof two differently oriented sinusoidalgratings, rather than to the direction of the individual components.
Neurons with this type of motion response,which are able to
solve the aperture problem, are common in area MT but rare
in area Vl (Ferrera and Maunsell, 1991).
Psychophysicalstudieshave suggestedthat the perceived velocity of such plaid patterns is generally close to the velocity
that is uniquely consistentwith the constraints imposedby the
individual component motions, as shown in Figure 1 (Adelson
and Movshon, 1982; Welch, 1989) although other possibilities
have beensuggested(Wilson et al., 1992; Rubin and Hochstein,
1993). In this article, we are concerned with the properties of
suchpattern motion cellsand their responsesto two other types
of motion stimuli that have previously been used in psychophysical and physiological experiments: randomly moving dots
(Newsomeand Pare, 1988)and transparent plaids (Stoner et al.,
1990).
The computational model studied here showshow local velocity responsesin area MT could be combined to representthe
velocity of objects in visual scenes,even when there are occluding and transparent objectspresent(Nowlan and Sejnowski,
1994).The model departsfrom previous methodsfor estimating
local velocity that attempt to estimate the local velocity at all
imagelocations, called the optical flow field (Horn and Schunk,
1981; Heeger, 1987, 1992; Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990). Most
of these approachesto motion processingassumespatial continuity and spatially average spatial and temporal frequencies
estimatesover local neighborhoods.In contrast, our modelevaluates the reliability of local velocity estimates and selectsa
coarse, discontinuous representation of the motion of objects
in the visual sceneby combining only the most valid subsetsof
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and Methods. Details of the mathematical derivation can be
found elsewhere(Nowlan and Sejnowski, 1994). In the Results,
several examplesare given of how the model respondedto simple moving stimuli; the responsecharacteristicsof units within
different stagesof the model are related to physiological properties of units in the primate visual system; and the model is
tested with several visual stimuli that have been used in psychophysical experiments to compare its performance with human motion perception. Finally, someofthe generaland specific
implications of the model are presentedin the Discussion.An
earlier one-dimensional version of the model has already appeared (Nowlan and Sejnowski, 1993).
Figure 1. Pattern motion for two gratings. The light and dark bars
correspond to two different gratings moving within the restricted receptive field. The arrows correspond to possible velocities of the bars.
For each bar, many velocities are consistent with the local motion of
the bar; for the dark bar, any arrow whose tip touches the line with
diagonal downward stripes is consistent with the motion of that bar.
This represents the velocity constraint line for the dark bar. The line
with diagonal upward stripes is the velocity constraint line for the right
bar. There is only a single velocity that is simultaneously consistent
with the motion of both bars. This velocity, indicated by the heaviest
arrow at the intersection of the two constraint lines, is called the intersection of constraints (IOC) velocity.

local velocity measurements.The local velocity estimatesand
the reliability estimatesare computed in parallel by fast, feedforward processingin simple networks.
We used an optimization procedure to construct the model
because,at present,we know ofno other way to solvethe motion
problem aswe have defined it. We do not mean to imply that
the brain must use the sameoptimization procedure. On the
contrary, we believe that the nervous systemusesa combination
of genetically determined and adaptive mechanismsto produce
a computational system for interpreting the range of moving
objects and configurations that commonly occur in the world.
Our strategy was to start with a model that matched the basic
architecture of the visual system and to make computational
assumptionsthat matched known psychophysical constraints.
Optimization was then usedto fill in the missingparameters.
Following optimization, the responsesof units in the modelwere
found to match the responsesof real neuronsto the samevisual
stimuli, and the performance of the model matched the psychophysical performance of primates on a number of visual
stimuli including ones that were not in the optimized set of
inputs (see Nowlan and Sejnowski, 1994, for additional examples).
In this article, we comparein detail the propertiesof the units
in our model with the properties of neurons found in area MT
of the primate visual cortex. The essentially parallel and feedforward nature of the model has several advantagesin speed
and simplicity over more complex models that depend on extensive lateral processingwithin an area (Horn and Schunk,
1981; Zucker et al., 1981; Kienker et al., 1986; Darrell and
Pentland, 1991). In our model, lateral interconnections are used
primarily for competition and normalization, which can be implementedin a variety ofways with mechanismsthat are known
to exist in the cortex (seeDiscussion).The model yields accurate
velocity estimates from synthetic imagescontaining multiple
moving targetsof varying size, luminance,and spatial frequency
profile, including occlusion and transparency.
The architecture of the model is briefly describedin Materials

Materials and Methods
The inputs to our network model ofarea MT are models of the responses
of neurons in area VI that project to MT. We have not attempted to
account for how these directional responses are actually synthesized by
neurons in Vl; nor have we attempted to replicate in detail the biophysical interactions that occur between neurons in area MT. The processing units in the network are only meant to capture the responses
that are observed at the level of the average firing rates of neurons. The
model provides a framework for studying how the signals carried by
MT neurons
could be used to estimate the velocity of moving objects
in the presence of occlusion. The computational operations in the model
are relatively simple ones, such as summation and normalization, which
can be implemented by real neurons in a variety of ways (see Discussion).
Soft-maximum is an example of a basic computational operation that
occurs at several stages of processing in our model. The purpose of softmaximization is to enhance the firing rate of the unit that has the highest
firing rate and to normalize all of the responses in the population so
that the total activity is a constant, regardless of their initial firing rates.
This can be accomplished mathematically by the function
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where R; are the initial firing rates and R, are the normalized firing
rates, (x,y) are spatial locations that index the population of units to be
normalized, and o( is a constant that determines the degree of separation
of the highest firing rate from all the others. The first sten is to amnlifv
all of the firing rates by exponentiation, the second step-is to compute
the sum of all of these amplified responses, and the third step is to
normalize the responses by dividing by their sum. The net effect of all
three operations is to emphasize the differences between the units with
the highest levels of activity and all the others in the population. As the
amplification constant is increased, the differences are further enhanced
until, in the limit as the constant becomes very large, one unit fires at
its maximum rate and all the rest are reduced to zero. This limit is
called winner take all. A soft-maximum operation could be implemented
in cortex by amplification of the inputs through recurrent excitation
between local units in the population followed by mutual inhibition to
normalize the responses (Hadeler, 1974; Feldman and Ballard, 1982;
Carandini and Heeger, 1994) but other circuits can also perform the
task that are faster and more reliable (Yuille and Grzywacz, 1989).
The general design of the model is a cascade of stages, each consisting
of an array of processing units that are locally connected and arranged
in a roughly retinotopically organized map (Fig. 2). Within each stage
there are a number of “layers” or “channels,” each covering the visual
field. For example, for each of several directions of movement there is
an array of neurons that together provide an overlapping map of the
visual field, in the same way that orientation is represented in area V 1.
Processing is divided into four main stages that are summarized here
and described in greater detail in Nowlan and Sejnowski (1994). The
retinal and motion-energy stages are accomplished with fixed filters,
each of which can be computed by a feedforward network of converging
and diverging connections. The subsequent stages of processing are
adaptive filters in the sense that the connection strengths in the model
were not predetermined but were, instead, found by an optimization
procedure. All of the results presented here were obtained from one
network with fixed connection strengths produced by this procedure.
The model was constrained by anatomical and physiological consid-
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of motion processing model. Processing
proceeds from left to right in the model, starting with the retinal input
and proceeding through three feedforward stages of processing. The local
velocity and selection stages operate in parallel. Shading within the
boxes indicates different levels of activity at each stage. Arrows within
motion-energy and local velocity stages indicate local directions of motion responding units. The responses shown are intended to be indicative
but do not represent actual responses from the model.
erations as well as by computational goals. The fixed stages ofthe model
and the computational principle used in the local velocity and selection
stages are described first. Although the architectures ofthe local velocity
and selection stages were fixed, the properties of units in them were
determined by a procedure used to optimize the overall performance
of the model to occluding and transparent moving stimuli. Finally, we
present the detailed response properties of the units in these stages.
Retmalprocessing. The 64 x 64 pixel input array is roughly equivalent
to an array of photoreceptors that represents the intensity at each pixel
location by one of 256 gray levels. A motion stimulus consists of a
sequence of images that are processed first through the retinal stage and
subsequently through spatiotemporal filters, as described in the next
section. The retinal stage of processing contrast enhances each image
with a difference-of-Gaussian filter at each location of the array. (The
excitatory Gaussian has a standard deviation of three pixels and the
inhibitory surround has a standard deviation of seven pixels.) This is
similar to the processing that occurs in retinal on-center ganglion cells.
It removes the constant component ofintensity across the image, smooths
the noise, and enhances the edges.
Motion-energy filters. In the first stage of motion processing, a distributed representation of motion is extracted and used as the inputs to
the model of area MT. We use the motion-energy model of Adelson
and Bergen (1985) which consists of arrays of spatiotemporal filters,
each tuned to a particular direction of motion and sensitive to a particular combination of spatial and temporal frequency. Altogether, there
are 36 channels of motion-energy filters tuned to four directions and
nine combinations of spatial and temporal frequency. Each filter receives
input from a 16 x 16 patch of the retinal output. These filters are broad
and overlapping in their selectivities and their velocity tuning depends
on the spatial characteristics ofthe moving pattern. They are constructed
by nonlinearly combining oriented linear spatiotemporal filters to produce an output that is insensitive to the spatial phase of the visual
stimulus (the response is invariant to exchange oflight and dark regions).
The properties of motion-energy filters resemble those of directionally
tuned complex cells in the visual cortex of cats and monkeys (Fig. 3)
(Maunsell and Newsome, 1987; Emerson et al., 1992; Qian and Andersen, 1994).
The motion-energy filters form a 49 x 49 array, each location of
which contains the outputs of 36 filters. This is analogous to a cortical
motion hypercolumn that implicitly contains all the information needed
to extract the velocities of moving objects. However, before passing this
information on to subsequent stages of processing, the outputs of these
filters are normalized by a soft-maximum operation (see above) so that
the summed activity over all 36 motion-energy filters in a hypercolumn
is a constant. This is consistent with the responses observed in cortical
cells as spatial contrast was varied (Albrecht and Geisler, 199 1; Heeger,
1992). The purpose of normalization is to represent the relative rather
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Figure 3. Nonlinear motion-energy filter used in the motion model to
represent the processing in area V 1. The two oriented spatial-temporal
filters, shown at the top, have responses that are 90” out of phase (a
quadrature pair). The output of the two filters are first squared and then
summed to produce the final output of the filter. This motion-energy
filter gives a strictly positive, phase invariant response that is maximal
for a particular spatial and temporal frequency combination. (From
Adelson and Bergen, 1985.)
than absolute values for contrast and motion properties, taking maximum advantage of the limited dynamical range of the output firing rates
of neurons. The next stage of motion processing has two processing
streams that proceed in parallel, each taking as their inputs the normalized motion-energy outputs.
The selective integration principle. The principle of selective integration provides a way to effectively compute quantities that depend on
noisy data widely distributed among many inputs. This approach is
applicable when a number of different estimators are available for that
quantity, each of which works well under a limited set of conditions. A
good estimate over a large range of conditions can then be achieved by
combining estimates that work well under each set of conditions, and
ignoring estimates that are poor under those conditions. We can accomplish this by using as our overall estimate a weighted average of
the estimates:

where VA(x) is the estimate from estimator k based on the current
conditions x and S,(x) is large ifestimator k works well under the current
conditions and small otherwise. We must ensure that Z&.(k) = 1 for
all x so that we have a true weighted average under all circumstances.
This principle can be applied if two problems are solved: first, a good
set of estimators is needed that span the conditions of interest, and
second, there must be means for predicting accurately which estimators
to use under each particular set of conditions. Equation 2 is symmetric
in the estimators V, and the weights S, and so it cannot be used directly
to find good sets of V, and S,. Instead, we use an optimization procedure
that is based on how good an estimate each V, is relative to all of the
other V,.
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Figure 4. Detailed architecture of the model showing bottom-up feedforward convergence of motion information. The retina is a 64 by 64
pixel array. Each motion-energy column contained 36 units that received inputs from 16 x 16 regions of the retina. Local velocity and
selection columns contained 33 units. For each local velocity column
there was a corresponding selection column that received input from
the same 9 x 9 array of motion-energy columns. Since adjacent motionenergy columns only have partially overlapping receptive fields, the
effective receptive field size of the local velocity and selection columns
were 8 1 times larger than the receptive field size of the motion-energy
units. Competition (soft-maximum) occurs between units within each
local velocity column and between units with the same velocity preference across selection columns, as shown by the arrows. The values of
the 33 units in the single output column were determined by multiplying
the outputs of corresponding pairs of local velocity and selection units
and summing across a spatial array of these units. The output is the
final estimate of the velocities of all the objects moving within the 64
x 64 pixel array. The velocity of more than one object may be represented in the output column at the same time as long as the velocities
are not too similar. There are a total of 8.8 million weights in the
network, but because of translational symmetries only 138,600 of them
are independent. In a complete model of area MT there would be a
spatial array of output columns.
If D( V, VQ) is a measure of the distance between the true value we
wish to estimate and a particular estimate of that value, we assign a
relevance to each Vk:

Initially we have all of the S, equal, so R, is simply the distance for
this particular estimate, divided by the average distance of all of the
estimates. Good estimates will have large values of R, and poor estimates will have small values for R,. The estimates V* are optimized by
minimizing an error proportional to R, D( V, VJ across a set of training
examples where the true V is known. V* is assigned a large fraction of
the error when R, is large and a small amount of error when R, is small;
the error is then used to improve the estimator which, in this way,

becomes a better estimator over a limited set of conditions. The weights
S, are optimized by minimizing an error proportional to R, - S,. Each
S, becomes a good approximation to R,, which is a good measure of
how much weight should be assigned to Vx under current conditions.
The details of &is optimization procedure and the underlying statistical
model are described elsewhere (Nowlan, 1990; Jacobs et al., 199 1; Nowlan and Sejnowski, 1994).
The local velocity and selection stages of our model are based on
applying the principle of selective integration to the problem of estimating velocity in a visual scene. Units in the local velocity network
compute estimates of velocity based only on information from a limited
region of the visual scene. Not all of these velocity estimates will be
accurate. Regions that contain occlusion, transparency, or lack oriented
contours may provide little or no useful velocity information and should
be ignored as long as other regions of the scene contain more reliable
velocity information. The purpose of the selection network is to weight
estimates from each region of the image according to how reliable those
estimates are.
Model constraints. The properties of units in the selection and local
velocity pathways were determined by the selective integration optimization procedure rather than being set a priori. The properties of
these units also depended on the architecture of the selection and integration networks. Constraints were imposed by the choice of how to
represent velocity in the model, the input received by the selection and
local velocity units, and the organization of the soft-maximum normalization in the local velocity and selection networks.
Our model used a distributed representation of velocity, with 33
different velocity channels. There were eight different directions corresponding to equally spaced compass points and four different velocities, 32 different combinations, plus one more unit that represents zero
velocity. For each of these velocity channels, we computed a separate
estimate of whether that velocity was present in the visual scene:

where vk(t)is the global evidence at time t for a visual target moving
at a particular velocity k, I,(x,y,z) is the local evidence for velocity k
computed by the local velocity pathway from region (x,y) at time t, and
S,(x,y,t) is the weight assigned by the selection pathway to that region.
v~@)represents the activity of one of the 33 velocity units in the pool
of output units (Fig. 4). There was a single population of output units
in the model, so that the output stage has access to information across
the entire visual field. This lack of spatial resolution at the output stage
is one of the major simplifications of the current model.
The choice of output representation immediately constrains the organization of the local velocity and selection networks. The selective
integration principle requires that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the representation of velocity at the output stage and the representation in the local velocity network. The local velocity network is
thus organized as an array of 8 x 8 locations each containing 33 velocity
units. The smaller size of the snatial array relative to the motion-energy
stage reflects the convergence of inputs and concomitant increase &
receptive field size, as observed in the visusl pathway from area VI to
area MT. The selective integration principle also requires a one-to-one
correspondence between local velocity units and selection units so that
the selection network must also be organized as an array of 8 x 8
locations with 33 selection units in each location.
The choices in the design of the retinal and motion-energy stages of
our model constrain the input to the local velocity and selection units.
The inout for each local velocitv and selection unit was a field of 9 x
9 mot&n-energy units (see Fig. 4). The motion-energy layer had only
four directions of motion represented, but eight directions were represented in the local velocity and selection networks. Selection and local
velocity units received input from all motion-energy channels with directional tuning within 90” of the directional tuning of the velocity or
selection channel. Thus, some local velocity and selection units received
input from motion energy units with a single directional tuning, while
others received input from motion energy units with two different directional tunings.
The final source of constraint was imposed by the organization of
normalization in the selection and integration networks. Units in both
networks computed linear weighted summations oftheir inputs followed
by a soft-maximum operation (Eq. l), applied differently in the selection
and local velocity networks. This introduced a nonlinearity into the
responses of these units.

For the selection units, the soft-maximum operation was applied
separately to each of the selection channels. Equation 2 requires that
the weights assigned to a particular estimate must sum to one; that is,
the outputs of each of the 33 selection channels must be normalized
spatially. This operation emphasized the responses in spatial locations
with the most reliable information and suppressed those locations with
the least reliable information.
The soft-maximum normalization in the local velocity network identified the most likely velocity estimate computed from the local motion
energy measurements. For a single, rigidly moving object in the visual
field with no occluding or transparent objects, relatively simple averaging schemes have been used to estimate the local velocity (Heeger
1987; Grzywacz and Yuille 1990; Heeger 1992). In these approaches,
a linear weighted summation was performed for each direction of motion and speed and the maximum taken across these channels. In our
model, the maximum operation was accomplished with a soft-maximum operation over all 33 units in a spatial column, which allows more
than one velocity estimate to survive.
Initialization and training. The local velocity and selection units were
initialized with weights that had small random values, so that all of
their responses were initially very weak. At this stage, the velocity units
showed no consistent velocity tuning, nor did the selection units exhibit
strong selective preferences. The properties of both types of units were
determined indirectly, by optimizing the model to produce the correct
velocity in the final output layer of units for a wide range of moving
stimuli.
Since the responses of selection and velocity units were primarily
determined during optimization, the statistics of the set of patterns used
to train the model had a significant influence. The input patterns used
to optimize the performance of the network were 500 “movies” of
moving objects, such as the examples shown in Figures 6 and 7. The
known velocity of each object was used to modify the weights in the
appropriate local velocity network, and the weights in the selection
networks were changed to identify the most reliable regions. The training
set had examples of occlusion and multiple moving objects, including
interactions between transparent objects that were based on a physical
transparency model. The exposure to transparency and occlusion during
training is critical to allowing the model to develop robust methods for
dealing with the presence ofboth phenomena in real scenes. The training
set did not contain examples of the plaid patterns or the random-dot
pattern that were used to test the model, and these provided an important test of the ability of the model to generalize to novel stimuli.
Local velocity network. The optimized responses of the velocity units
were broadly tuned around their best directions and velocities so that
a given motion stimulus would produce a broadly distributed pattern
of activity in these 33 units. The unit with the maximum response
represented the most likely local velocity in that patch of the visual
field. Rather than choose among the 33 units in the column the single
unit with the maximum response, the model used a soft-maximum to
enhance the largest responses (Eq. 1). A winner-take-all mechanism
would lose valuable information, especially when the true velocity was
between the velocities represented by particular units. Using a softmaximum also allowed more than one velocity to be represented in
each pool. If the output of each unit is considered the evidence for a
particular velocity in a particular region ofthe image, then the constraint
that the sum of activity in the pool of 33 local velocity neurons must
equal one is equivalent to assuming that the total evidence across all
velocities must sum to one.
Selection network. When the trained selection units were probed with
moving objects, their largest responses tended to occur at regions of the
image where there was a discontinuity in the distribution of motionenergy inputs. However, because they were optimized to respond primarily to the patterns of discontinuities that characterize regions of
reliable support for object motion, the algorithm that they implement
is more specialized than a simple discontinuity detector. The selection
units responded best to borders between different velocities only over
a restricted range of orientations and speeds. As a result, they responded
strongly only to motion discontinuities that were consistent with object
motion with a particular speed and direction (Fig. 5). The model also
selected subsets of spatial locations over which to integrate the local
velocity field, which could be disjoint. This allowed the model to account
for interpenetrating motion fields for which the assumption of spatial
continuity of the velocity field was invalid.
In the next section, the performance of the model on examples of
inputs similar to those used to construct the model is described. The
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Figure 5. Responses of a selection unit to motion discontinuities. a,
The bar graph shows the strength of the response of a selection unit
tuned to rightward motion to four different distributions of motionenergy responses within the selection unit’s receptive field. b, Schematic
diagram of four motion-energy distributions. In the first three examples,
the squareis moving in the direction indicated by the largearrowagainst
a stationary background. In the last example, two squares, one semitransparent, move against a stationary background. The circle indicates
the receptive field of the selection unit and the small arrows indicate
the direction of local motion reported by the motion-energy units within
this receptive field. In example 1, the receptive field is centered over
an edge moving to the right and sees a uniform distribution of rightward
motion-energy responses producing a moderate response (0.48) from
the unit. In contrast, the response to a similar motion in example 3 is
much stronger (0.74) since, in this case; the receptive field includes a
comer region that contains a discontinuity between a region of rightward
motion-energy response and a region containing no motion-energy response. The strongest response from this selection unit (0.93) is seen in
example 2, where the receptive field encloses a discontinuity between
two orthogonal sets of local motion-energy measurements. Finally, in
example 4 the local motion-energy responses corresponding to two opposed motions (generated in this case by one transparent object moving
in front ofa second moving object) suppresses the response ofa selection
unit. This last example shows that the selection unit is directionally
tuned. The response of a single selection unit is shown here in isolation.
The overall response of a selection unit is determined by its own local
response in competition with the responses of similarly tuned selection
units in other image regions.

results are instructive in helping to explain the operation of the model.
The properties of the local velocity and selection units were obtained
by presenting the model with a variety of standard motion stimuli, such
as oriented gratings. Finally, we tested the model on novel visual stimuli
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single moving object. a, The input to the model is a square object of
uniform intensity moving at 0.5 pixels per frame at a heading of 45”,
as indicated by the heavy arrow. Intersections of grid lines correspond
to locations of centers of local velocity and selection receptive fields. b,
Representation of the outputs of the local velocity and selection stages
of the model for this stimulus. The arrows at grid points represent the
output of the local velocity pool at that receptive field location. Regions
enclosed in dashed lines correspond to local velocity measurements
selected for integration at the output stage.

used in psychophysical experiments and compared the predictions of
the model with human performance.

Results
Performanceon moving objects
The local velocity estimation and selectionpathways work in
parallel to segmentan image coarsely into coherent motion
regionsand estimatethe velocity of theseregions.The examples
are of image sequencescontaining one or two simple objects
moving against a stationary background. More complex examplesare presented in later sections. For each example, we
show the input to the model, a representation of the local velocity estimatesand how these estimatesare grouped by the
selection pathway. An intuitive grasp of the how the system
functions helps in interpreting the formal characterization of
the systempresentedin the next section.
A square“object” of uniform intensity moving northeast is
shown in Figure 6a. The dashed grid superimposedon this
stimulusindicatesthe coarserrepresentationof this spaceat the
local velocity and selectionstagesof the model. Figure 6b shows
the local velocity estimatesfor this input. (All of the figures in
this section may be thought of as showing a snapshot of the
input and correspondingactivity at higher stagesof the model
at one instant of time. The activity of the later stageswould not
be basedon just this one input frame but also on several preceding frames.)Each velocity estimateis representedby a small
arrow, indicating the magnitude and direction of the estimate.
In addition, dashedlines enclosethe estimatesthat make the
main contribution to the calculation of overall velocity in the
scene.The contribution of a velocity estimate to the overall
velocity is the product of the activity of a particular velocity
unit and the corresponding selection unit, and both of these
must be large for an estimate to contribute

to the overall output

of the model. Since,in this scene,there is a singleglobal motion,
only the support for this motion is illustrated.
This example revealshow our model handlessomeimportant
aspectsof motion processing.The central region of the object
containedno contrast variations, so even though this region was
moving

along with

the rest of the object,

velocity

estimates

centeredin this regionreport no velocity. The velocity estimates
near the center of the object’s edgeswere based on contrast
edgesof a singleorientation. As a result, these estimatescould
only represent the component of motion orthogonal to these
edges.The only local velocity estimatesthat reflected the true
motion of the object were those from regions near the four
corners of the object. In theseregions, the presenceof edgesat
two orientations wassufficient to disambiguatethe true velocity.
The comer regionsproduced strong selectionunit activity due
to the presenceof motion discontinuities at the convergenceof
two edges.This distribution of motion excited selection units
for upward, rightward, and the northeast diagonal, with the
diagonal selection units most strongly activated. The local velocity pools in thesecomer regionsalso had their activity concentrated in the unit corresponding to motion along the northeast diagonal. In order to understand the output produced by
the model, the interaction between the local velocity responses
and the selectionresponsesfor the three candidate motions must
be compared. For motion along the northeast diagonal, the selection unit activities wereconcentratedin the four comer regions
exclusively, and in theseregionsthe local velocity pool activities
were also concentrated on the northeast diagonal motion. As a
result, the product of the selectionand the velocity activities in
thesecomer regionsmadea strong contribution to the northeast
diagonal global velocity unit. For either rightward or upward
motion, the selectionactivities were also greatestin the comer
regions. However, in theseregions,activity in the local velocity
pool was concentrated in the units representingnortheast diagonal motion sothe local velocity activity for right and up was
very weak. Conversely, for the vertical and horizontal object
edgesbetweenthe comers, the activity in the local velocity pools
was concentrated in the units indicating upward or rightward
motion, but the selection activity was quite weak since it was
concentrated in the comers. As a result, the overall contribution
to upward or rightward motion was very small.
Averaging the weighted local velocity estimatesproduced a
good overall estimateof the velocity of the object. The activity
of the selection units segmentedfrom the sceneregionsof coherent motion; note, however, that these regionswere disjoint
and do not correspond to the entire object. The segmentation
would be the sameif the original scenehad contained only the
comers of the object rather than the entire object. Some other
processwould be required to “fill in” the region corresponding
to the object (just as a Kanisza triangle can be filled in based
only on the presenceof its corners). This other processcould
usetexture, color, or intensity cuesto fill in this surface.
The secondexample wascomposedof two objectsmoving in
oppositedirections (Fig. 7a). One object wasstriped horizontally
and moved to the right with a speedthat was half that of the
secondobject, which was striped vertically and moved to the
left. The local velocity estimatesand regionscontributing strongly
to the global velocity are shownin Figure 7b. In this case,regions
contributing to rightward motion are denoted with a light line,
while those contributing

to leftward

motion

are denoted

with a

dark line. (Recall that separateregions of support were computed for different candidate global velocities.) In this example,
the leftward moving object wason top of the rightward moving
object (i.e., closer to the observer), and was composed of a
material that reflected but did not transmit light. As a result, in
regions where the two objects overlapped,
the second object

occludedthe first object totally and the intensity in theseregions
was the intensity of the secondobject.
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In Figure 76 the local velocity estimates in the region of overlap of the two objects are marked with double arrow heads. In
these regions, the activity in the local velocity pool was not
concentrated in a single unit but was distributed bimodally with
activity peaks corresponding to two opposing directions of motion. In this ambiguous region, the velocity unit activities for
leftward and rightward motion were relatively weak due to the
bimodal activity distribution. In addition, this opposed motion
distribution did not strongly excite selection units for either
leftward or rightward motion. As a result, this ambiguous region
was not included in the region of support for the motion of
either object.
Note also that for the rightward moving object, the stripes
were oriented parallel to the direction of motion and regions
near the center of these stripes experienced no contrast variation.
Hence, these contrast borders failed to respond to the motion
of the object and the major contribution to rightward global
motion came only from the leading and trailing edges. For the
leftward moving object, the contrast stripes were perpendicular
to the direction of motion, providing strong motion signals over
most of the region covered by the object. As a result, the regions
of support for this object were correspondingly much larger.
Thesetwo examplesillustrate someof the complexity of the
interactions in the model. In the first example, velocity measurementsnear the center of object edgeswere not contained in
the final regions of support for the object motion. This was
becausethe comer regionsof the object contained a strong motion discontinuity between regions of rightward and upward
local motion. In contrast, for the leftward moving object in the
secondexample, the comer regions contained only a discontinuity betweenrightward motion and zero motion (there wasno
local upward component). This discontinuity is similar to the
discontinuity near the centersof the left and right edgesof the
object. As a result, the selection activity was much more uniformly distributed acrossthe entire edgeof the object.
Unit responseproperties
The model described above can provide accurate velocity estimates for somevisual stimuli, but doesit match the way the
brain solves this problem? A more critical test of the model is
to comparethe responseproperties of units in the local velocity
and selection pathways to physiologically measuredresponses
of cortical neurons. If the assumptionsabout the general approach usedby the visual processingsystemare correct, and if
the constraintson model reflect thosein the visual system,then
we shouldexpect the responsesof units in the model to match
the responseproperties of neurons, at least qualitatively. We
first review the physiological constraints embedded in the architecture of the model.
The first stageof our model was intended to correspond approximately to primary visual cortex. The properties motionenergy units in this first stageof the model are similar to the
measuredresponseproperties of simple and complex cells in
mammalianprimary visual cortex (Tolhurst and Movshon, 1975;
Holub and Morton-Gibson, 1981; Emerson et al., 1987, 1992;
McLean and Palmer 1989, 1994;McLean et al., 1994; Qian and
Andersen, 1994). The normalization of the motion-energy responsesin the model reflects the saturating contrast response
curves of cells in primary visual areas(Ohzawa et al., 1985;
Heeger,1992).The spatialand temporal responsecharacteristics
of the filters in the model, and the broader tuning in temporal
frequency comparedto spatial frequency, were basedon mea-
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Figure7. Illustrationof localvelocity and selectionresponses
to partially occludingobjects.a, The input to the modelconsists
of two textured squaresmoving in opposite directions (one to the right at 0.25
pixels per frame, and the second to the left at 0.5 pixels per frame). The
heavy arrowsindicate the velocities of motion. b, Representation of the
outputs of the local velocity and selection stages of the model for this
stimulus. The arrowsat grid pointsrepresent the output of the local
velocity pool at that receptive field location. The light linesindicate the
region of motion selected for the rightward moving square, while the
dark line indicates a separate region of support for the motion of the
leftward moving square. The local velocity estimates in the region of
overlap show two directions of motion simultaneously and are rejected
by the selection units.

sured responsesof cells in primary visual cortex (Adelson and
Bergen, 1985; Heeger, 1992). The inverse relationship between
motion-energy filter center frequenciesand receptive field sizes
also matched relationshipsfound in the retina and visual cortex
(Hochstein and Shapley, 1976; Maffei and Fiorentini, 1977;
Movshon et al., 1978; Andrews and Pollen, 1979).
The local velocity and selection stagesof the model are primarily at the level of cortical area MT, although someof their
functions may be distributed aswell over area MST and parietal
cortex. The responseproperties of units in thesestageswere not
specified in advance, but several architectural decisionsconstrained their properties. The sizes of the receptive fields and
the roughly retinotopic organization of the units were matched
to the organization of early visual cortical areas(Maunsell and
Newsome, 1987). The receptive fields in MT are on average
100 times larger than those found in Vl (Gattass and Gross
1981; Maunsell and Newsome, 1987) and the spatial scaleof
directional interactions were also larger (Mikami et al., 1986).
In our model, the areasof the receptive fields for units in the
selection and local velocity layers of the model were 8 1 times
larger than receptive fields in the motion-energy layer. The feedforward “weights” of units into both the local velocity and selection pathway were constrained to be purely excitatory. Thus,
the properties of the units in thesenetworks were due primarily
to excitatory inputs, with inhibitory effectsbeingexpressedonly
in the competitive renormalization usedin all parts of the model
(Eqs. 5, 8, and 9). These restrictions were basedon both anatomical and physiological evidence from cortical microcircuitry
(Douglaset al., 1989)and physiological experiments in primary
visual cortex, suggestingthat the primary role of inhibition may
be nonspecific suppressionand responsesaturation (Robson,
1988; Bonds, 1989).
The normalization used in our model was suggestedpreviously to account for the gain control of neural responsesin both
Vl (Heeger, 1991) and MT (Snowden et al., 1991). The architecture proposed in our model makestwo strong assumptions
about the nature of this normalization in areaslike MT. The
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9. Directional tuning curves for selection units. a-f The response of each six typical selection units is plotted in polar coordinates.
Responses were determined using sinusoidal gratings. The unit depicted
in f exhibited a weak, bimodal response.

Figure

(g)

(h)

8. Directional tuning curves for local velocity units. u-h, The
response of each eight typical local velocity units tuned to eight different
directions of motion plotted in polar coordinates. Responses were determined using moving sinusoidal gratings.
Figure

local velocity pathway requires competitive interactions among
units with similar receptive field locations but different tuning
properties. The selection pathway requires interactions among
cells covering most of the 64 x 64 visual field, but these long
range interactions should only occur among cells with similar
tuning properties. Further evidence for suppressive mechanisms
in area MT derives from psychophysical and physiological studies that use “balanced” pairs of dynamic random dots (Qian et
al., 1994a, 1994b; Qian and Andersen, 1994). Neural mechanisms that might implement the competitive soft-maximum
operations are examined in the Discussion.
We explored the response characteristics of selection and local
velocity units in the trained model using drifting sinusoidal
gratings. These stimuli were used since they are ideal for separating the effects of temporal frequency and spatial frequency
on the responses of these units. The gratings had eight different
orientations and temporal frequencies between 0.04 and 0.16
cycles per frame and spatial frequencies between 0.0 1 and 0.128
cycles per pixel. We first explored the directional tuning of local
velocity and selection units, using gratings whose spatial and
temporal frequencies were chosen to maximally stimulate a unit.
Figure 8 shows sample direction tuning curves for local velocity
units tuned to all eight orientations represented in the model.
Figure 4 shows similar direction tuning curves for selection
units.
All the local velocity units exhibited quite similar tuning curves
that tended to be symmetric around the optimal direction of
response and quite narrowly tuned. The average tuning bandwidth for these units was 53”, and the average index of directionality was 0.96 (both as defined in Albright, 1984). [The
spontaneous “firing rate” of units in the model, estimated simply by looking at the response with no input to the system, was

very close to zero for both local velocity units (0.03) and selection units (0.0 16).] The tuning curves for selection units showed
considerably more variation. Selection units tended on average
to have much broader tuning curves (average tuning bandwidth
was 84”) and slightly lower index of directionality (0.87). A small
number of selection units showed a bimodal directional tuning
curve (Fig. 9f).
The response of the model was also studied for flashed bars.
The selection units tended to have maximal responses for bars
oriented close to their preferred direction of motion, but local
velocity units showed maximal responses for bars nearly orthogonal to their preferred direction of motion. Thus, if a velocity unit preferred an upwardly moving horizontal bar or horizontal grating, a flashed horizontal bar would also excite the
unit, but a vertical bar would not. This is consistent with the
local velocity unit integrating inputs from motion energy filters
tuned for vertical upward motion. For a selection unit that
preferred upward motion of an upwardly moving horizontal bar
or horizontal grating, a flashed vertical bar would excite the unit
more than a flashed horizontal bar. The flashed vertical bar
produced a temporal frequency edge along the direction of preferred motion for the selection unit, which is consistent with
the preference of the selection units for velocity discontinuities.
The broader directional tuning and similarity of orientation
and direction tuning suggests that the selection units more closely resembled the “pattern” (Movshon et al., 1985) or Type II
cells (Albright, 1984) found in monkeys and the local velocity
units were more similar to the “component”
or Type I cells.
The directional tuning bandwidths of both local velocity and
selection units were sharper than the tunings found by Albright
(1984) but in the same range as those reported by Maunsell
and Van Essen (1983).
We explored the spatiotemporal frequency responses of selection and local velocity units using gratings oriented optimally
for each unit, but spanning the range of temporal and spatial
frequencies indicated above. Figure 10 shows the spatiotemporal frequency response of a velocity unit tuned to velocities
near 0.5 pixels per frame. The response profile corresponded to
a fairly sharp ridge passing through the origin with a particular
orientation (Fig. IOU). This is characteristic for the responses of
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units that are tuned to a fairly narrow range of velocities over
a broad range of spatial and temporal frequencies. Some cells
with this type of broad spatiotemporal frequency response have
been found in area MT (Newsome et al., 1983) but many cells
appear to have narrower spatiotemporal frequency responses.
The broad spatiotemporal frequency responses of velocity units
in our model may represent the aggregate activity of pools of
neurons with limited spatiotemporal frequency response. The
insensitivity of velocity unit tuning to variations in temporal
and spatial frequency began to break down only at the highest
spatial and temporal frequencies (Fig. lob). In general, the units
in our model were tuned to velocity over a broader range of
spatial and temporal frequencies than typically found in area
MT, perhaps because there were many fewer units than MT
cells to represent the same range. Thus, a single local velocity
unit may represent, in area MT, a population of cells each of
which is sensitive to velocity over a narrower range of spatial
and temporal frequencies.
The spatiotemporal frequency responses of a selection unit is
shown in Figure 11. This unit was paired in the model with the
velocity unit plotted in Figure 10. The response of the selection
unit was also a ridge in spatiotemporal frequency space, but,
unlike the velocity unit, the selection unit ridge had a noticeable
curve to it (Fig. 1 la). The spatial frequency and temporal frequency sensitivities were in general more separable for selection
units than for the local velocity units since they could be better
approximated by products of purely spatial and purely temporal
functions. In addition, the response of the selection unit showed
a slight dip in the midrange frequencies, which was not observed
in velocity unit responses. This curved response in frequency
space caused a shift in the peak of the velocity tuning curve as
the spatial frequency of the gratings was varied (Fig. 11 b).
Nearly all of the selection units showed some degree of sensitivity of their velocity tuning to variation in spatial frequency,
although Figure 11 represented an extreme case. The consistency
of this sensitivity to spatial frequency suggests that it provided
some computational advantage for the selection units, but the
exact nature of this advantage is not yet clear. Many MT neurons
also show some sensitivity of their velocity tuning to spatial
frequency (Maunsell and Newsome, 1987) but this variation
has not been systematically correlated with other types of variation (such as tuning width).
Another important qualitative difference in the responses of
local velocity and selection units was apparent when gratings
were either restricted to the receptive field region or presented
across the entire visual field. The responses of local velocity
units were not affected, but the responses of selection units were
strongly suppressed when the grating was presented to the entire
visual field rather than just to the receptive field of a unit. (The
receptive field size was determined by the fan-in of the feedforward connections to the unit.) The suppression of response
due to motion in regions surrounding the selection unit receptive

Figure 10. Spatiotemporal
response
propertiesof arepresentative
local
velocity unit. The unit was tuned to a velocity of 0.5 cycles per frame.
a, Contour plot of responses to sinusoidal gratings as a function of spatial
and temporal frequencies. Contour lines are spaced at response intervals
of 0.2 and the maximal response at the middle pair of lines is 0.8. &
d, Velocity tuning for gratings with three different spatial frequencies.
The velocity tuning is approximately independent of spatial frequency,
but the peak is shifted slightly to a lower velocity at the high spatial
frequencies (b).
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optimal motion for eliciting a response in the selection unit’s
receptive field and decreased as the surround motion differed
more from the optimal motion for the unit (Fig. 12). In fact,
motion in a direction
more than 90” away from the optimal
direction for the selection unit tended to facilitate the response
of the selection unit. Modulation
of the receptive field response
by the nonclassical surround in area MT with these characteristics was first reported by Allman et al., 1985 (see Discussion).
The suppressive surround response of selection units can be
explained by the competitive
interaction
of similarly tuned selection units across the entire visual field. The model has effectively a fixed amount of selection activity for a particular velocity that must be distributed
across the visual field. When a
velocity is present in only one region of the visual field, the
selection activity for that velocity can be concentrated
at that
location. When the velocity is present across the entire visual
field, the selection activity must be shared across all locations,
and any one location receives only a small portion of that activity.
The substructure of the receptive fields in area MT were studied by Snowden et al. (199 1) whose stimuli consisted of random
dots moving within the classical receptive field. One field of
dots always moved in the preferred direction of the cell, while
a second field, if present, moved in a different direction, pro-

Figure II. Spatiotemporal response properties of a representative selection unit. a, Contour plot of responses to sinusoidal gratings as a
function of spatial and temporal frequencies. The contour lines are
labeled as in Figure 10. The ridge of the response function is curved,
bending upwards on the right side of the plot, unlike the responses of
velocity units in Fig. 10. tid, Velocity tuning for gratings with three
different spatial frequencies. There is a double peak at moderate spatial
frequencies and the tuning was much broader for higher and lower
spatial frequencies. This selection unit corresponds to the velocity unit
shown in Figure 10.
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maximalresponse
from the unit. The response
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of the directionof the secondfieldrelativeto the first. The presence
of
a secondmotionalwayssuppressed
the response
of the unit, with this
suppression
saturatingfor motionsorthogonalto the preferreddirection
of motion(at whichpoint the localvelocity poolhada bimodalactivity
distribution).

ducing two distinct motions simultaneously within the cell’s
receptive field. When similar stimuli were presentedto the local
velocity units, their responseswere qualitatively similar those
observedby Snowdenet al. (Fig. 13). The presenceof a second
motion in the receptive field always suppressedthe responseof
a local velocity unit, with the degreeof suppressionincreasing
until the secondmotion was orthogonal to the preferred direction of the unit, after which it was constant. These response
characteristicscan be explained by the local competition within
each pool of velocity units, since the model was based on a
distributed representation of velocity with units representing
overlapping rangesof velocities. The suppressiveeffect of motions closeto the preferred motion for the unit were lessthan
that for motions that were more different.
Snowden et al. (1991) suggestedthat the suppressiveeffects
seenin the MT cellswere best modeledby a divisive inhibition
with saturation. The soft-maximum operation usedin the model
producedpreciselythis type of suppression(increasingthe number of dots in the nonpreferred direction causedthe slopeof the
responseas a function of dot density in the preferred direction
to decrease,but the responsealwayssaturatedat the samelevel).
The model made the additional prediction that a secondrandom-dot pattern moving in a cell’spreferred direction at a speed
significantly different from the optimal speedfor the cell would
alsohave a suppressiveeffect on the cell’sresponseto an optimal
stimuli.
Psychophysicalcomparisons
Motion processingin the human visual systemhasbeen studied
extensively with psychophysical experiments (Levinson and
Sekuler, 1976; McKee 1981; McKee and Nakayama, 1984;
McKee et al., 1986; Braddick, 1993); recently, physiological
correlates of several psychophysical motion phenomena have
been found in recordingsfrom cells in area MT of awake primates (Newsome et al., 1989; Albright, 1992; B&ten et al.,
1992; Stoner and Albright, 1992; Dobkins and Albright, 1993).

motion

Figure 14. Plaid pattern stimuli composed of t\?rosuperimposed drifting gratings. a and b, When either grating was presented alone, its
direction of motion is reported as shown by the arrows. c, Whenthe
two gratingsweresuperimposed,
theycoheredandthe patternappeared
to move up (arrow), which wasin a directiondifferentfrom that of
eithercomponentgrating(From Stoneret al., 1990.)
Neurons with similar properties have been found in area MST
and other cortical areas,but we focus here on two recent series
of experiments performed in area MT that combine single-unit
recording and psychophysical studies.
Plaids. Moving plaid patterns have been usedto study how
the visual system integratesmultiple motion signalsinto a coherent motion percept (Adelson and Movshon, 1982; Ramachandranand Cavanagh, 1987;Welch, 1989;Stoner et al., 1990;
Stoner and Albright, 1992b; Wilson et al., 1992).Thesestimuli
consist of two independently moving gratings that are superimposed (Fig. 14). When human observersare presentedwith
either grating alone (Fig. 14a,b), they always reliably report the
motion of the grating. However, when two identical gratingsare
superimposed(Fig. 14c), rather than seethe two independent
motions, most observersseethe two gratings cohere and form
a single pattern moving in a direction different from either of
the gratings. The direction of pattern motion usually correspondsto the velocity of the intersection of the two component
gratings, usually referred to as the intersection of constraints
(IOC) direction, as shown in Figure 1 (Adelson and Movshon,
1982), although this may not always occur (Wilson et al., 1992;
Rubin and Hochstein, 1993). Cellsthat respondin the direction
of pattern rather than component motion were first found in
areaMT and are more common in MT than V 1, which suggests
that MT may be site of integration for pattern motion (Movshon
et al., 1985; Rodman and Albright, 1989;Ferrera and Maunsell,
1991).
Stoner et al. (1990) have demonstrated that the tendency to
seecoherent pattern motion can be affected by altering the luminanceof the intersection betweenthe two gratings.Somecells
in area MT alsotend to respondto either the direction of pattern
or component motion, dependingon the luminance of this intersection region (Stoner and Albright, 1992).The visual stimuli
usedby Stoner and Albright consistedof two squarewave gratings with thin bars on a lighter background (Fig. 1Sa). Squarewave gratings were used, since this allowed the luminance of
the intersection regionsto be varied while leaving the luminance
of the bars and the background the same.Figure 15b showsan
expanded view of the intersection region, in which the intersection has been labeled A, the bars in the two gratings were
labeled B and C, and the background was labeled D. In the
psychophysical and physiological experiments, regions B, C,
and D were held at a constant luminance (with the luminance
of B and C identical).
Stoner et al. manipulated the luminance of region A, LA, and
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Figure 25. Plaid patternstimuli usedby Stoneret al. (1990)to demonstrate
transparentmotion.a, The plaid patternswerecomposedof two

squarewave gratingsof gray barson a lighterbackground.b, Detail of the intersectionof the pattern.The intensity of the regionlabeledA was
varied,whilethe intensityof regionsB-D wereheldconstant.Dependingon the intensityof A, the observerwouldseeeithertwo drifting gratings
slippingthrougheachotheror a singlecoherentpatternmotionmovingup.

showedthat there is a range of luminancesfor which humans
seeone transparentgrating lying on top of the other and reliably
report the presenceof the two grating motions rather than the
coherent pattern motion (Fig. 16a). This “transparency zone”
wasboundedat oneend by the condition in which the luminance
of regionsA and C were identical, which correspondedto one
grating completely occluding the backgroundand the other grating (left vertical line in Fig. 164b). The bound at the other end
was defined by
L
L
A=.-s
Ll
LD’
which implies that one of the gratingswas physically transparent, having no reflectance,and merely attenuated the light from
regionsC and D (right vertical line in Fig. 164b). This type of
multiplicative transparency is also characteristic of shadows.
We repeatedthe experiment of Stoner et al. by presentingthe
model with a seriesof plaid patterns consisting of two square
wave gratingsin which the luminance of the intersection region
of the plaid pattern was varied systematically through a series
of values that spannedthe transparency zone. The luminance
of the intersection region for the model wascomputed by taking
the intensity of the intersection region and dividing it by the
maximum input intensity (255). A value of 1.0 on this scale
correspondsto a pure white, a value of 0.0 correspondsto a
pure black, and values in betweencorrespondto various shades
of gray. The responseof the output units in the model varied
nonlinearly with the luminance of the intersection region. In
order to compare this variation to the psychophysical results,
we useda measureof the percentageof responsecorresponding
to the component motion (Stoner et al., 1990):

PC=50(1
-z+$,

(4)

where PC standsfor percentagecomponent motion, and Z, is
the ideal responseto pattern motion, a, is the actual amount of
pattern response,Zcis the ideal responseto component motion,
and a, is the actual responseto component motion. (up, Zp,a,,
and Z, are strictly positive and < 1; a, I Zcand up 5 Z,. Thus,
PC lies between0 and 100.) The ideal component responsewas
computed by presenting the gratings to the model independently, and adding together all of the responsesof the output
units above a threshold of l/33 to get a singlescalarvalue. This
threshold wasthe approximate resting state of the output units.
The actual component responsewas computed by adding together the activity in all of the output units that were above
threshold in the ideal case (typically around four units). The
ideal pattern wasa pattern of intersecting bars(with intersection
regionshaving the sameluminance asthe bars) that looked like
a plaid pattern when viewed statically. This entire pattern was
moved in the IOC direction of the original plaid stimuli. The
ideal pattern responsewas computed by adding together the
activity of all the output units above threshold. The actual pattern responsewas computed by adding together the activity in
the output units that had been above threshold in the ideal
pattern response(typically around two units).
PC is not the most direct measureof the responseof the model,
but it captures two important effects that are present in the
comparablepsychophysical experiments. First, the PC measure
takes into account the effects of random variation; units in the
model are noise free so the responseto any particular input
pattern is deterministic. A simplewinner-take-all strategybased
on the strength of the output of units tuned to component motion versus the output of units tuned to pattern motion would
always pick the larger responseeven when the two responses
were nearly identical in value. In the presenceof random variation, however, when the two responsesare nearly equal in
value, we would expect eachresponseto win roughly half of the
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for five human subjects from Stoner et al. (1990). Within the transparency zone defined by the dashed lines, subjects generally perceived two
independently moving component gratings, but, outside this region, subjects tended to perceive coherent pattern motion. b, Responses of selection
model to similar plaid patterns. The so/id line represents responses to plaid patterns made from gratings inclined at 135” like those of Stoner et al.
The dashed line represents responses to plaid patterns made from gratings inclined at only 90”. For both types of plaid, there was a transparency
zone (dotted vertical lines) within which the responses of the model were more often consistent with two separate component motions. Outside this
transparency zone, the model tended to report only a single pattern motion. The x axis in a represents the physical luminance of patterns seen by
human observers, while the x axis in b represents the intensity of an input pixel divided by the maximum possible intensity of an input pixel. On
both scales, the brightness or whiteness increases as one moves to the right. The actual mapping between the scales is arbitrary, but on both graphs
the left vertical line corresponds to the luminance of regions A equaling the luminance of region C in Figure 15, while the right vertical line
corresponds to L,/L, = LJL,.
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ponent or coherent motion by the model seemedto depend
primarily on whether support for global motion processeswas
concentrated on the intersection regionsor away from them.
The amount of support assignedto the intersection regions
of the plaid patterns depended on the contrast differencesbetween the intersections, bars, and background. Two opposing
factors determined the amount of selection unit activation in
the intersection regions.The intersection regionscontained moFigure 17. Dynamicrandom-dot
stimuliusedby Newsome
etal.(1989). tion signalsat two different orientations, which tendsto increase
Left, No correlation.The locationsof all dotsin the next framewere selectionunit activity (Fig. 5, pattern 2). On the other hand, the
chosen
randomly.Thereisnonet motionin thistypeofdisplay,although model had been trained to ignore motion signalscreatedby the
therearemanyinstantaneous
motioneventsfrom chance
juxtapositions
of dots.Middle, Fifty percentcorrelation.Half of thedotswerereplaced interactions between two different objects moving in different
in randomlocationswhilethe otherhalf werereplaceda fixeddisplace- directions (Fig. 5, pattern 4; Fig. 7).
mentfrom their current locations.One perceivesnet upwardmotion
Many of the training examples included physical transparagainsta backgroundof dynamicnoise.Right,) One hundredpercent ency, and, basedon this exposure,the selectionunits discounted
correlation.The locationsof all dots in the next frame are a fixed
motion energy discontinuities created by transparent interacdisplacement
from there locationin the current frame.One observes
net upwardmotion of the entire collectionof dots.(From Newsome tions, These types of discontinuities could be identified by the
contrast ratio acrossthe discontinuity. When the contrast beandPare,1988.)
tween the intersection region and bars of the plaid pattern fell
in this intermediate range, selection unit activity in the intertime. Similarly, PC is near 50%when the pattern and component
section regions was reduced so support for motion was now
responsesare nearly equal. The secondreasonfor using PC is
stronger along the contrast edgesbetween the bars of the comthat the psychophysicalexperimentsarechoice experiments:the
ponentsand the background. Exposure ofthe mode1to examples
subject must decide whether the percept falls in one of two
categories.The PC measurealso comparesthe actual responses of transparent interactions during training was critical to the
ability of the mode1to report component rather than pattern
to idea1responsesin order to decide the category for the actual
motion: modelsthat were trained on a reduced training setthat
response.This is especiallyimportant for plaid stimuli sincewe
lacked transparency always reported pattern motion for plaid
did not train the model with similar stimuli and, therefore, had
patterns. However, the mode1could generalize to novel transno a priori expectation of what the model responsecorrespondparent stimuli. The training set included no examplesof plaid
ing to thesestimuli should be. For example, the activity of units
patterns, and all the examplesof transparent interactions were
in the idea1pattern responsewere generally weaker than the
between objects moving in opposite directions.
componentresponse,sosimply usingunit responsevalues would
In humans,the coherenceof plaid patternscan alsobeaffected
lead to misleadingresults.
by spatial frequenciesof the two components (Ramachandran
PC is plotted asa function of the luminanceofthe intersection
and Cavanagh, 1987; Welch 1989). If the component frequenregion in Figure 16b for two different setsof stimuli. The solid
ciesare very different, human observersalwaysseetwo separate
line correspondsto plaid stimuli identical to thoseusedby Stonmotions rather than a single coherent motion. We performed
er et al., with a 135” angle between the two componentsof the
similar experiments with the mode1and found that the mode1
plaid and a duty cycle of 28.6%, as defined by Stoner et al.
fails to seecoherent motion when the difference in the ratio of
(1990). The dotted line correspondsto plaid stimuli which have
the component spatial frequenciesis an octave or greater (see
only a 90” angle between the gratingsand a duty cycle of 33%.
Nowlan and Sejnowski, 1994, for details). This is similar to
There isa good match betweenthe psychophysicalresultsshown
human performance on the same stimuli. The failure of the
in Figure 16~ and the responsesof the model to both sets of
plaid stimuli. In both cases,the highest probability for seeing mode1to report coherent motion in plaids with very different
separatecomponent motions occurs within the transparency
spatial frequenciescan be traced to a failure to integrate across
very different spatial frequenciesin the local velocity stageof
zone, with the curve dropping off quite steeplyoutside this zone.
the model. The range of spatial frequencies for which plaid
The region of transparent responsesis somewhatnarrower for
patterns coherecorrespondsvery well to the rangeof frequencies
the 90” plaids, and this is also consistent with psychophysical
over which an individual local velocity unit responds.
results. When the angle between the plaid patterns in the psyRandom dots. We alsouseddynamic random-dot displaysto
chophysical experiments decreased,subjectsmore often fused
the two motions into a singlemotion and the region over which
probe the model (Braddick, 1974; Morgan and Ward, 1980;
Nakayama and Tyler, 1981; Williams and Sekuler, 1984; Newtransparentmotion wasreportedbecamenarrower (Stoner 1992).
someand Pare, 1988;Britten et al., 1992).Random-dot displays
There wasa significant differencein the distribution of support
remove most high level cues(such as particular geometric feaacrossthe visual field when the model reported pattern versus
tures) which could be tracked between frames to infer motion.
component motion. For gratings in which the percentagecomponent motion was lessthan 20%, more than 70% of the total
It is also easy to ensure that parameters such as spatial and
support for motion wasconcentratedon the regionssurrounding
temporal frequency content, mean luminance, and contrast are
evenly balanced in the visual display. Dynamic random-dot
the intersectionsof the two gratings.(The total support for mostimuli can have more than one flow field representedwithin
tion in the sceneincluded the support for all global velocity
the sameregion, which challengetraditional vision modelsthat
units that are active at a level above 0.05.) Conversely, for
attempt to integrate information from a velocity flow field using
gratings in which the percentagecomponent motion was more
smoothnessconstraints.In a dynamic random-dot display, there
than 80%, more than 65% of the total support for motion in
the scenewasconcentrated on the portions of the gratingswhich
are no regions of consistent motion and the velocity of neighboring dots is in generalvery different.
were outside the intersection regions.Thus, perception of com-
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The stimuli used in our experiments were based on the dynamic random-dot stimuli used by Newsome and Pare (1988).
They prepared a range of stimuli in which the strength of a
coherent motion signal varied relative to random dynamic background noise. The stimuli consisted of a field of randomly distributed dots with a very limited life span. When a dot vanished,
it was immediately replaced with a new dot, so the average dot
density always remained the same. At one extreme, referred to
as the no correlation condition, the location of the replacement
dot was chosen entirely at random. Perceptually, the overall
impression of this display was of a field of twinkling visual noise.
Many momentary motion events are generated by fortuitous
pairings of random dots, but no there is no consistent motion
in any direction (Fig. 17, left). In the other extreme condition,
each replacement dot was positioned at a fixed displacement
and direction from the dot it was replacing. All the random dots
were then perceived as moving at the same speed and in the
same direction (Fig. 17, right).
Intermediate stimuli were preparedin which a proportion of
the dots were moved coherently while the remaining dots were
replacedwith new dots in random locations (Fig. 17, middle).
The group of dots moving coherently were perceived asmoving
againsta background of random noise. By varying the percentage of dots that moved coherently, the strength of the motion
signal relative to the noise was smoothly varied. For these intermediate stimuli, although a fixed proportion of the dots were
moved coherently at each replacement, the dots that moved
coherently were chosenrandomly each time they werereplaced.
It was highly unlikely that the samedot moved coherently for
any extended period. Thus, the location of coherent motion
signalswasconstantly varying, and generally eachsuchcoherent
signalwas surrounded by many other signalscorrespondingto
different motions (Fig. 17, middle).
Newsome and Pare (1988) showed that in a forced choice
task, rhesusmonkeys were able to reliably identify the direction
of motion in these random-dot stimuli even when fewer than
5%of the field of dots moved coherently. In subsequentstudies,
Newsomeet al. (1989) and Britten et al. (1992) computed psychometric functions for the ability of a monkey to correctly
identify the direction of motion asa function of the percentage
of dots moving coherently and showedthat thesepsychometric
functions were closely matched by “neurometric” functions
computed from the responsesof singleMT neurons(Fig. 18a).
SomeMT neuronshad information in their firing rate that was
as reliable asthe behavior of the monkey.
We examined the responseof our model to dynamic randomdot displays in which the percentageof correlated dots varied
from 0% to 100%. Our stimuli were constructed in the same
way asthoseof Britten et al., and consistedof 64 discreteframes
with dots replaced at each frame. Between adjacent frames, a
portion of the dots weredisplacedcoherently and the remainder
were replacedat random locations.
Since the psychometric functions in the study of Britten et
al., 1992, were basedon a two-way forced choice paradigm, we
presented stimuli in which the patch of coherent dots (if it
existed) moved either right or left. Five leftward and five rightward stimuli were presentedat coherencelevels of 0.5, 1, 2, 5,
10, 20, 50, and 100%. The following performancemeasurewas
defined for each rightward stimuli:
PC, = loo*,
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Figure 18. Responses
of rhesusmonkeyand modelto dynamicran-

dom-dotstimuli.a, Percentage
of correctresponses
from a monkeyin
a forcedchoiceparadigmasa functionof percentage
coherence
in the
stimuli(0 anddashedline). Neurometricdecisionfunctioncomputed
for an MT neuronfromthismonkey(0 andsolid line). (FromNewsome
et al., 1989.)b, Percentage
of correctresponses
from modelin a forced
choiceparadigmasa functionofpercentage
coherence
in similarstimuli.
Solid line is the performance
of intact modelandthe dashed line is the
performanceof modelwhenselectionpathwaywasdisabled(seetext).
The primary effectof disablingthe selectionpathwaywasto shift the
detectioncurveto the right, raisingthe thresholdfor detectionfrom 4%
to 18%.
where PC, indicates the percentageof correct responsesfor a
rightward moving stimulus, aR is the total global rightward activity (computed by summing the activity of all four global
output units representingrightward motion), and aL is the total
leftward activity. This measureis similar to the PC measure
defined for the plaid patterns and is, again, intended to model
forced choice in the presenceof random variation. If aR and a,
are nearly equal, PC, is closeto 50%, indicating that a winnertake-all decision in the presenceof noisewould selectrightward
motion roughly half of the time. A symmetric measureis defined
for the trials involving leftward motion. These measureswere
averaged acrossthe five leftward and five rightward trials for
each coherencelevel to compute a percentagecorrect response
at a given coherencelevel.
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The percentage of correct responses is plotted as a function
of coherence level in Figure 18b, and the psychometric response
curve from Britten et al. (1992) is shown in Figure 18a for
comparison. The general shape of the response functions and
the detection thresholds are very similar, with the model performing slightly better than the monkey. (The monkey identified
the direction correctly on 82% of trials at a coherence level of
6%. The model attained 85% correct identification at 4% coherence.) The difference between the model and the monkey is
not statistically significant.
During presentation of these dynamic random-dot stimuli,
the region of support for the coherent motion in the selection
network was highly discontinuous, and could change dramatically between successive groups of frames. These changes in the
support region reflected the changes in locations of coherently
moving dots in the input stimuli. These discontinuous and dynamic support regions were quite unlike what one would expect
from a regularization scheme that employed smoothness constraints, and raised the question of whether the selection pathway has a critical role in processing these stimuli. Further analysis of the selection network in Nowlan and Sejnowski (1994)
revealed that chance clustering of coherent dots enabled the
selection network to segment regions that had higher than average signal-to-noise. If this explanation is also correct in primates, then performance should degrade if displays are designed
to prevent clustering of coherent dots.
To further address this question, we ran the same stimuli
through the model while disabling the inputs to the selection
pathway. With the selection stimuli disabled, all regions of an
image were weighted equally, and global velocity signals are
formed from simple averages over all local velocity signals.
Figure 186 displays the percentage of correct responses as a
function of percentage coherent dot motion when the selection
pathway was disabled. The primary effect of disabling the selection pathway was to shift the response curve further to the
right, raising the detection threshold for the coherent motion to
18% coherence to identify the direction correctly 85) of the time.
This represented an over fourfold increase in detection thresholds.
The increase in the model’s detection threshold was the same
order of magnitude of increase observed in the detection thresholds of monkeys with lesions to area MT (Newsome and Pare,
1988). Rhesus monkeys with intact area MT reliably identified
the direction of motion in a dynamic random-dot stimuli when
fewer than 5% of the field of dots moved coherently. However,
when area MT was lesioned detection thresholds increased to
between 20% and 40% (four to eight times greater). More experiments need to be done comparing the performance of the
lesioned monkey with that of the lesioned network to establish
their similarity.

Discussion
Motion perception requires the visual system to satisfy two
conflicting demands: first, signals from neighboring regions of
the visual field need to be spatially integrated to overcome noise,
and second, sensitivity to small velocity differences across space
should be preserved to segment regions corresponding to different objects (Braddick, 1993). These demands were satisfied
in our model by two separate networks, one that computed the
local velocity estimate and a second that selected regions where
reliable velocity estimates are possible. The outputs of these two

networks were combined to produce reliable estimates of the
velocities of objects without assuming spatial continuity.
Comparisons with previous models
Previous models of motion processing that assumed spatial continuity of the flow field were limited in their ability to handle
occlusion and transparency (Marr and Ullman, 198 1; Adelson
and Movshon, 1982; Hildreth, 1984; Heeger, 1987; Grzywacz
and Yuille, 1990; Sereno, 1993). A few models have attempted
to find motion boundaries. For example, the velocity gradient
has been used by Koch et al. (1989) to determine the boundaries
between regions with different uniform velocities and by Smith
and Grzywacz (1993) to determine where to apply a winnertake-all operation. Jasinchi et al. (1992) introduced a model that
uses the multimodality of local velocity information to compute
transparency. Multimodality is suppressed at the local velocity
level in our model and appears primarily only at the output
level of the model. Thus, we represent transparent phenomena
at a much coarser resolution.
The selection units in our network also detected discontinuities in the distribution of motion-energy inputs, but because
they were optimized to respond primarily to the patterns of
discontinuities that characterize regions of reliable support for
object motion, the algorithm that they implement was more
selective. Thus, not all discontinuous patterns of velocity activated the selection units equally well (Fig. 5). The model selected
disjoint subsets of spatial locations over which to integrate the
local velocity field. This allowed the model to account for interpenetrating motion fields for which the assumption of spatial
continuity of the velocity field was invalid.
Darrell and Pentland (199 1) suggested a similar approach in
which multiple hypotheses competed to include samples within
their regions of support, but since the number of objects was
not known a priori, a complex relaxation scheme was proposed
to compute both the optimal number of objects and velocities.
Because our model had a fixed number of hypotheses for velocities, it was possible to estimate regions of support rapidly
with a feedforward architecture.
Selective attention
The active selection mechanism in our model may represent a
fundamental aspect of cortical processing that occurs in many
preattentive perceptual phenomena (Treisman, 1988; Bergen
and Julesz, 1983). The same mechanisms that were used to
implement the covert, preattentive form of selection in our model could also be tapped to provide overt attentional processing.
Attentional modulation of responses has not been reported in
area MT, but other motion areas such as area MST may be
better candidates (Andersen et al., 1990). Attentional bias of the
selection network has the advantage of not corrupting the specific information being processed by the local velocity network,
especially at threshold levels of processing. Suppression of irrelevant processing may be as important as the enhancement
of the relevant part.
Attention experiments have been performed in area V4 using
neurons that are selective for color and orientation. Moran and
Desimone (1985) have observed that the response of a neuron
in V4 to its preferred stimulus can be reduced if the monkey is
asked to attend to a nonpreferred stimulus, but only if the nonpreferred stimulus is presented within the receptive field of the
neuron. This agrees with our model ofthe local velocity network,
insofar as the suppression would be the result of competition
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among neurons preferring different properties in the same spatial
location (Koch and Ullman, 1985; Desimone et al., 1990;).
Nonclassical surrounds
The inhibitory effects of surround motion on selection units in
our model were similar to inhibitory surround effects that have
been observed in many MT cells (Allman et al., 1985; Tanaka,
et al., 1986). The nonclassical surround effects in some MT cells
were also dependent on direction and speed of the surround
motion with the greatest inhibition occurring when speed and
direction in the surround matched the optimal stimulus for the
cell. The effect of whole-field motion on the responses of selection units in our model was derived from the competition among
the selection units representing the same candidate velocity across
large regions of the visual field. When evidence for a particular
velocity was present in all regions of the image equally, very
little support needed to be assigned to any one region. Thus,
the presence of similar motion in surrounding regions tended
to suppress the selection units. On the other hand, if support
for the velocity was concentrated in a small region of the image,
the selection units in these regions had much stronger responses.
In addition to having silent suppressive surrounds, selection
units in our model also exhibited broader directional tuning and
similarity of orientation and direction tuning suggesting that
these units correspond to the “pattern” (Movshon et al., 1985)
or Type II (Albright, 1984) cells found in monkeys. This overlap
of properties leads to the prediction that at least some MT cells
which show center-surround suppression should also exhibit
pattern direction selectivity. This link between pattern direction
selectivity and center-surround suppression could be tested in
MT cells. Discovery of such a link would lend support to the
biological viability of the proposed model; failure to find such
a link, while not invalidating the model, would suggest that the
selection pathway in the model may be implemented in an area
other than MT.
Recently, Born and Tootell (1992) have used the 2-deoxyglucose technique to identify the spatial organization of two
broad classes of cell in MT based on how these cells responded
to whole field motion. “Band” cells tended to respond to some
directions ofwhole field motion, while “interband” cells showed
no strong response to any direction of whole field motion. More
detailed physiological studies showed the interband cells to have
inhibitory effects from motion in regions surrounding the classical field similar to those reported by other investigators. There
were roughly equal numbers ofcells in each class (45% interband
and 55% band cells). Our model makes the strong prediction
that long-range intrinsic connections should occur between groups
of cells with nonclassical receptive fields. There is already evidence that the long-range intrinsic connections in MT, as elsewhere in the neocortex, are somewhat patchy, and experiments
are underway to test how well these patchy connections align
with band and interband regions (R. Born, personal communication). If the amplification mechanism discussed above were
used to perform the soft-maximum normalization, then the longrange horizontal connections between pools of selection units
may act through local inhibitory circuits.
Segmentation
The selection network provided a partial solution to the problem
of image segmentation. Previous attempts to segregate figure
from ground have implicitly assumed that objects were spatially
continuous and that the first step was to find a bounding contour.
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Our approach to segmentation does not make this assumption:
the selection network may group information that is spatially
separated by intervening objects. There is psychophysical evidence for such a coarse segmentation of motion signals (Bravo
and Watamaniuk, 1994). A similar algorithm may be used in
other areas of sensory cortex to assess the importance of information processing within local neighborhoods. Nonclassical
surrounds have been reported in other areas of visual cortex,
including oriented neurons in area V 1 that have opposing orientation surrounds (Blakemore and Tobin, 1972; Knierim and
Van Essen, 1992) and color-selective neurons in area V4 that
have antagonistic nonclassical surrounds (Desimone et al., 1985).
Neurons in other areas of the visual cortex may represent
different properties of the same object, which raises the issue of
how motion segregation in area MT could be used to improve
processing of visual and nonvisual stimulus properties in other
areas of the brain. Area MT projects subcortically and could be
used to direct eye movements to interesting regions of an object.
Integration could also be achieved by feedback projections to
area V 1 and V2 (Finkel and Sajda, 1993); in this way, partial
information about motion segmentation in area MT could be
used to help organize the preprocessing for other cortical areas,
such as V2 and V4, which form the ventral pathway into the
inferior temporal cortex. Conversely, information about form
and color in the ventral areas could, by feedback projections
back to area V 1, be used to help segregated moving stimuli
(Stoner and Albright, 1993). We suggest that the mixing of information between cues and modalities by feedback projections
occurs primarily through the selection units.
Gain normalization of selection units
The selection process has two phases. First, the selection network at each spatial location rapidly computes a selection value
for each broadly tuned velocity unit. This feedforward operation
is followed by soft-maximum normalization across spatial locations for each velocity, converting the relative value to an
absolute probability. The response normalization can be implemented by a network with inhibitory interactions (Heeger,
1992) and similar mechanisms have been proposed for other
attentional phenomena (Hadeler, 1974; Sandon, 1990). However, reciprocal inhibition is relatively slow to converge and
cortical circuits may take advantage of recurrent excitation within networks of cortical pyramidal neurons to speed up the normalization (Douglas et al., 1989). Instead of direct inhibition,
the units representing a particular direction of motion within a
column could reduce the amplification of units with similar
direction preferences in other columns. This is similar to using
presynaptic inhibition to implement a winner-take-all
(Yuille
and Grzywacz, 1989).
The gain of local cortical amplification, which is under inhibitory control (R. Douglas and M. Mahowald, personal communication), is equivalent to the gain of soft-maximum, the
value of cy required in Eq. 1. It may be useful to dynamically
adapt the local amplification factor according to the properties
of incoming stimuli and also through feedback from higher levels of processing. One danger with this approach is that too high
a gain could result in instabilities within the positive feedback
loop, resulting in phase-locked oscillations and insensitivity to
inputs. Synchronization of the spike firing among a pool of cells
might, however, serve to enhance their impact on mutual postsynaptic targets. This suggests that some of the rhythms that
have been observed in brain circuits, both in aroused and sleep
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states, might be the endpoint of selection operations (Steriade
et al., 1993).
The function ofthe intrinsic collaterals predicted by the model
is to compare the relative activity levels within different columns
and to regulate local mechanisms that gate the flow of information to other areas of the brain. The physiological effects of
these collaterals should be the suppression of activity if activity
in neighboring columns is high and enhancement if neighboring
activity is low. However, the enhancement should only take
place ifthere is significant local activity from feedforward inputs.
Some of the layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons have extensive longrange horizontal axonal arborizations that could function as
long-range gain normalization and in vitro physiological studies
within layer 2/3 have provided evidence for both suppressive
and enhancing effects (Hirsch and Gilbert, 199 1). This suggests
that selection cells may be concentrated within the upper layers
of cerebral cortex. Since the output neurons to subcortical areas
are in the deeper layers, selection neurons in the upper layers
might control the output from the deeper layers. If the corresponding local velocity neurons, selection neurons, and output
neurons were in different layers of the same column, the lengths
of axons needed to connect them would be minimized.
The rate of normalization is limited by the speed with which
information can be transmitted horizontally within the cortex
or by feedback loops between areas. In our simulations of transparent and occluding visual stimuli, the responses of the selection units varied more rapidly than the output units as moving
objects traversed their receptive fields. An output received converging subunits corresponding to the local velocity inputs, which
were rapidly gated by the selection units as the most reliable
regions moved across the visual field. The selected subunits
would vary from moment to moment and be dynamically reorganized during motion processing even though the response
of the output unit would remain stable. Such subunits might
not be apparent for simple stimuli but could be probed with
motion stimuli containing competing velocities. These motion
stimuli could be used to distinguish selection units from output
units in single-unit recordings. Van Essen and Anderson (1990)
have also proposed control circuits for ‘shifting ” subunits in
visual cortex, but their purpose was to spatially translate the
inputs rather than to select information.
Extensions of the model
The present model does not include mechanisms for the temporal integration of motion in the computation of velocity, as
used in the human visual system (McKee and Welch, 1985).
There are also a number of non-Fourier motion stimuli that
require some form of temporal integration to detect the motion
in these stimuli (Albright, 1992; Victor and Conte, 1992; Wilson
et al., 1992). Experiments by Watamaniuk and McKee (1993)
also show that human subjects can detect the motion of a single
dot in the midst of a random-dot cinematogram, if the dot has
a fixed repeatable trajectory. It should be possible to extend the
current model to account for these results by including mechanisms for temporal integration.
The present model was designed for rigid objects translating
uniformly. A system for detecting more complex motions would
require a more sophisticated output layer. The single output
column in the model could be replicated in a retinotopically
organized array that could serve as the input for processing
visual stimuli with nonuniform flow fields, such as expansion
and rotation. Neurons with these properties have been found

in area MST, which receives a direct projection from area MT
(Saito et al., 1986; Dully and Wurtz, 1991). Nonrigid motions
in three dimensions, such as those used by Nakayama and Silverman (1988), could by interpreted be this extended version
of the model.
MT neurons are known to selectively respond to binocular
disparity as well as velocity, suggesting that they may be representing the three-dimensional velocities of objects. Selection
networks analogous to the ones introduced here for motion
could be used in binocular vision to assess the reliability of
stereoscopic correspondences and also to group nearby regions
of the visual field belonging to the same object even when there
are transparent surfaces. Finally, the partial segmentation of
motion provided by our model could be integrated into a more
global scheme for object recognition.
Conclusions
We have introduced a novel strategy for motion processing that
depends on explicitly representing the reliability of local velocity
estimates by special selection units. Although the selection units
are partially velocity tuned, it is clear in the model that they do
not represent the local velocity but, instead, decide which local
velocity estimates should be included in further processing.
Therefore, the fact that a neuron is velocity tuned is not sufficient
evidence to conclude that its function must be to represent local
velocity. Some neurons in the visual cortex, like the selection
units, may be more concerned with selecting and grouping information than with representing the information itself. The
separation of control from representation is essential to the selection process that governs the performance of our model.
One of the reasons the model deals well with occlusion and
transparency, and can compute reliable velocity estimates rapidly, is because it is does not attempt to construct a motion flow
field throughout space or for all parts of an object, as in many
previous models of motion (Marr, 1982). In contrast, we only
represent explicitly those selected parts that are particularly salient and unambiguous. This can greatly simplify the integration
and interpretation of motion signals, but it means that our model
does not attempt to solve the full object segmentation problem.
While selected regions that share the same local velocity can be
easily grouped based on signals from the model, these regions
may not represent all ofan object (Fig. 6) or they may correspond
to more than a single object. Some further processing would be
required to complete object segmentation.
The type of partial segmentation cues provided by the selection pathway in the model suggests a strategy for object segmentation based on combining partial segmentation information from many different perceptual features, such as color,
texture and motion. Selected regions that share a common value
of a particular feature can be grouped more easily and assigned
to an object, which may be of advantage for the ventral processing stream concerned with object recognition. With fewer
salient features to match, the combinatorial problem of finding
the correct match is greatly simplified. Reduced representations
based on reliability may also be helpful in learning relationships
between representations since robustness is already a part of the
representation (Ballard and Whitehead, 1990; Churchland et
al., 1994).
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